
Gas Fireplace speciFications

SYM-35 (35") SYM-40 (40") SYM-45 (45")

All Dave Lennox Signature™ Collection gas fireplaces utilize either a Secure Vent™ 
(rigid) or Secure Flex™ (flexible) 4.5" outer coaxial venting system, and include  
a limited lifetime warranty.

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely hot 
during operation. Read and understand all operating instructions before using 
this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.

Local conditions, such as elevation, wind, vent configuration and choice of fuel 
will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance 
can also vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type 
of fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney 
installation and how the appliance is operated.

Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation 
instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions, specifications, colors and 
prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.

A true louverless design that features one of the best 

views and realistic fires available, plus a large variety of 

options to customize the perfect look for your home. 

symmetry™ series louverless direct-vent Gas Fireplaces 

dimensions

typical top-vent-only 
applications

Front View

Top View

On the cover: Symmetry™ 40 shown with  
Traditional andirons and Venetian Tile  
liner interior.

FRAMING

MODEL A B C D E F G H WIDtH HEIGHt DEptH

SYM-35 40-1/8" 37-1/8" 25-5/8" 29-1/8" 35-1/8" 21-1/2" 10-3/4" 32-1/2" 35-9/16" 40-5/16" 21-7/16"

SYM-40 40-1/8" 37-1/8" 25-5/8" 34-1/8" 40-1/8" 26-1/2" 13-3/4" 32-1/2" 40-9/16" 40-5/16" 21-7/16”

SYM-45 40-1/8" 37-1/8" 25-5/8" 39-1/8" 45-1/8" 31-1/2" 15-3/4" 32-1/2" 45-9/16" 40-5/16" 21-7/16”
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products you can count on
Lennox is committed to providing you with high-quality products.  
A qualified dealer can help you find the right product to give you 
years of comfort and enjoyment. 
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eFFiciencies %
NAtuRAL GAs pROpANE

MODELs

Canadian 
Energuide 
Rating

Steady 
State AFUE*

Canadian
Energuide 
Rating

Steady 
State AFUE*

SYM-35 61.7 70.6 64.8 62.4 71.3 65.2

SYM-40 60.7 70.7 64.3 61.2 72.1 64.6

SYM-45 63.9 72.4 66.2 64.2 73.1 66.3

* Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) is the recognized U.S. rating 
system for the total efficiency of heating products.

Btu input
MODEL 

NO.
INput RAtE 
 (Btu/H) NG

INput RAtE 
 (Btu/H) Lp

SYM-35 33,000 to 21,500 27,500 to 21,000

SYM-40 37,000 to 23,500 32,000 to 24,500

SYM-45 39,000 to 26,000 33,500 to 26,000

Maximum manifold pressure is 3.5 in. w.c. (0.87 kPa) for natural gas 
and 10 in. w. c. (2.49 kPa) for LP/Propane gas.

Fire presentation on 35” model with Corinth andirons*

Fire presentation on 40” model with Traditional andirons

Fire presentation on 45” model with Traditional andirons

* Propane gas shown.

standard Features

Deluxe panoramic pan burner and an unstructured ember 
bed create a dynamic fire for outstanding realism

Detailed high-definition split and full bark charred oak logs  
imitate the natural look of real stacked wood

Dramatic louverless design has a clean, traditional masonry 
look for timeless appeal

Ceramic glass enclosure panel provides an exceptional vertical-
aspect view and airtight protection

21,000–39,000 BTUs* deliver outstanding flame height and 
log glow at an energy-efficient burn rate

Built-in 130CFM forced-air blower

total comfort control system features:

•  Full-function remote system controls flame adjustment 
through six settings and six blower speed settings from  
the comfort of your chair

•  Intelligent temperature control built into the remote 
modulates flame height up and down to precisely maintain 
your desired temperature in the living space

•  Battery-backed-up valve system ensures reliable operation— 
even during a power failure

•  Wall-mounted remote receiver with manual fireplace on/off  
control provides easy access for backup battery replacement

•  Switchable between standing and intermittent pilot modes

Direct-vent chimney system for greater efficiency, exceptional 
heat output and cleaner indoor air

Patented, remotely adjustable burner air shutter helps shorten 
setup times and allows the fire appearance to be “dialed-in” 
during installation

Available in three sizes—35", 40" and 45"

Selection of ceramic brick fireplace liners available in 
Architectural Stone, Venetian Tile, Buff Rustic, Black Rustic,  
Buff Rustic Herringbone, Red Rustic or Red Old Cottage

Choice of Traditional or Corinth andirons

Backed by the Good Housekeeping Seal

*Inclusive of turn-down rates



Symmetry™ 45 shown with Traditional andirons and Architectural Stone liner interior.

■  Perfect symmetry; there really isn’t anything simple about it.  Blending form, function and art into something greater  

than the apparent sum of its parts isn’t easy, but that is just what the Symmetry™ Series from the crafters at Lennox does. Fire 

in its purest form radiates warmth and draws all around closer. A stunningly detailed log set challenges your senses to discern 

if it is real.  An amazingly capable remote system seamlessly combines function and reliability to allow for the control of every  

element of the experience from the comfort of your chair.  All this in a fireplace that disappears into any architectural  

environment, leaving just the essence of the fire itself alone with you and your surroundings.  The “perfect” Symmetry Series 

from Lennox—simply beautiful.   ■  

STEP 2: AndIROnS (required design option)

Choose from two andiron styles to evoke the look of a traditional hearth. 

STEP 3: dOORS (optional)

Add a customized look with handsome Style View™ screen mesh doors. 

STEP 4: SCREEn pAnEL KITS (optional)

Create a barrier to prevent direct contact with hot glass. Affixes directly to the front of the fireplace.

STEP 5:  
FREE-STAndInG SCREEn (optional)

Add a decorative element with a  
free-standing designer fire screen.

Pull screen front panel kit Fixed screen panel

Square pane design in Charcoal

Traditional Corinth

Arch pane design in Satin Pewter

Dual arch

customiZe to your taste 

With the dave Lennox Signature™ Collection Symmetry™ Series gas-burning fireplace, you have plenty of options  

to create the perfect look. Start with the required design options of a ceramic brick fireplace liner and andirons, then 

choose from an amazing list of optional accessories. Before you know it, you’ll be relaxing in front of your dream fireplace!

STEP 1: LInERS (required design option)

Choose from seven realistic ceramic brick fireplace liners that deliver the true look of masonry craftsmanship.

Venetian Tile Architectural Stone Black Rustic

Buff Rustic Buff Rustic Herringbone Red Rustic

Red Old Cottage

Symmetry™ Series shown in liquid propane (LP) gas with Buff Rustic Herringbone brick liner and 
Corinth andirons.

432
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SYM-35 40-1/8" 37-1/8" 25-5/8" 29-1/8" 35-1/8" 21-1/2" 10-3/4" 32-1/2" 35-9/16" 40-5/16" 21-7/16"
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products you can count on
Lennox is committed to providing you with high-quality products.  
A qualified dealer can help you find the right product to give you 
years of comfort and enjoyment. 
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Fire presentation on 35” model with Corinth andirons*
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* Propane gas shown.

standard Features

Deluxe panoramic pan burner and an unstructured ember 
bed create a dynamic fire for outstanding realism

Detailed high-definition split and full bark charred oak logs  
imitate the natural look of real stacked wood

Dramatic louverless design has a clean, traditional masonry 
look for timeless appeal

Ceramic glass enclosure panel provides an exceptional vertical-
aspect view and airtight protection

21,000–39,000 BTUs* deliver outstanding flame height and 
log glow at an energy-efficient burn rate

Built-in 130CFM forced-air blower

total comfort control system features:

•  Full-function remote system controls flame adjustment 
through six settings and six blower speed settings from  
the comfort of your chair

•  Intelligent temperature control built into the remote 
modulates flame height up and down to precisely maintain 
your desired temperature in the living space

•  Battery-backed-up valve system ensures reliable operation— 
even during a power failure

•  Wall-mounted remote receiver with manual fireplace on/off  
control provides easy access for backup battery replacement

•  Switchable between standing and intermittent pilot modes

Direct-vent chimney system for greater efficiency, exceptional 
heat output and cleaner indoor air

Patented, remotely adjustable burner air shutter helps shorten 
setup times and allows the fire appearance to be “dialed-in” 
during installation

Available in three sizes—35", 40" and 45"

Selection of ceramic brick fireplace liners available in 
Architectural Stone, Venetian Tile, Buff Rustic, Black Rustic,  
Buff Rustic Herringbone, Red Rustic or Red Old Cottage

Choice of Traditional or Corinth andirons

Backed by the Good Housekeeping Seal

*Inclusive of turn-down rates
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